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Abstract

Faults are usually surrounded by damaged zones of lower elastic moduli and seismic wave
velocities than their host rocks. If the interface between the damaged rocks and host rocks is sharp
enough, earthquakes happening inside the fault zone generate reﬂected waves and head waves, which can
interact with earthquake ruptures and modulate rupture properties such as rupture speed, slip rate, and rise
time. We ﬁnd through 2–D dynamic rupture simulations the following: (1) Reﬂected waves can induce
multiple slip pulses. The rise time of the primary pulse is controlled by fault zone properties, rather than by
frictional properties. (2) Head waves can cause oscillations of rupture speed and, in a certain range of fault
zone widths, a permanent transition to supershear rupture with speeds that would be unstable in
homogeneous media. (3) Large attenuation smears the slip rate function and delays the initial acceleration of
rupture speed but does not affect signiﬁcantly the rise time or the period of rupture speed oscillations. (4)
Fault zones cause a rotation of the background stress ﬁeld and can induce plastic deformations on both
extensional and compressional sides of the fault. The plastic deformations are accumulated both inside and
outside the fault zone, which indicates a correlation between fault zone development and repeating
ruptures. Spatially periodic patterns of plastic deformations are formed due to oscillating rupture speed,
which may leave a permanent signature in the geological record. Our results indicate that damaged fault
zones with sharp boundaries promote multiple slip pulses and supershear ruptures.

1. Introduction
The kinematics of earthquake ruptures can be represented by three key parameters: slip rate, rise time
(the duration of slip at a given point), and rupture speed. Seismic observations suggest that these
parameters are highly variable. Rise time can either be comparable to the overall duration of the event
as suggested by crack model [Madariaga, 1976] or much shorter than the overall duration, which leads
to the so-called slip pulse model [Heaton, 1990]. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
generation of slip pulses, including self-healing due to velocity-dependent friction [Perrin et al., 1995;
Beeler and Tullis, 1996] and healing fronts induced by stress heterogeneities [Day, 1982; Beroza and
Mikumo, 1996]. Ruptures can also become supershear, i.e., reach a speed faster than the shear wave
speed, as observed in the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake [Archuleta, 1984; Spudich and Cranswick,
1984], the 1999 Izmit earthquake [Bouchon et al., 2001, 2002], the 2001 Kunlunshan earthquake [Bouchon
and Vallee, 2003; Walker and Shearer, 2009], and the 2002 Denali earthquake [Dunham and Archuleta,
2004; Ellsworth et al., 2004; Walker and Shearer, 2009]. Theoretical and laboratory models of supershear
ruptures require the shear stress on the fault to be close enough to the static frictional strength, relative
to the stress drop [Andrews, 1976; Xia et al., 2004; Dunham, 2007].
Current models of slip pulses and supershear ruptures have been developed under the simplifying
assumption of a uniform elastic medium or a bimaterial interface. However, faults are often surrounded by
damaged fault zones [Chester and Logan, 1986; Sibson, 1986; Scholz, 1987; Chester and Chester, 1998; Ben-Zion
and Sammis, 2003; Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Rowe et al., 2013] caused by either aseismic deformation [Cowie
and Scholz, 1992; Chester and Chester, 2000; Childs et al., 2009; Faulkner et al., 2011] or by coseismic processes
[Rice et al., 2005; Ben-Zion and Ampuero, 2009; Sagy and Korngreen, 2012; Xu et al., 2012; Rempe et al., 2013;
Johri et al., 2014]. A typical manifestation of damage is a reduced seismic wave velocity (Table 1). Due to the
signiﬁcant velocity reductions inside fault zones, these structures can trap seismic waves that can
continuously perturb stresses on the fault during earthquakes. Previous numerical modeling of dynamic
ruptures inside fault zones, assuming ideal elastic media, indicates that these low-velocity structures can
cause the generation of slip pulses and accelerate the transition to supershear rupture [Harris and Day, 1997;
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Table 1. Summary of Material Properties of Main Fault Zones
Fault Zones

Width (m)

Velocity Reduction (%)

Qs

References

San Andreas

~ 150
~ 200
125–180
150–200
270–360
150–200
75–100
~ 1500
~ 1300
100–220
~ 100

30–40

10–40

35–45
25–60
35–60
30–40
40–50
40–50
40–50

20–40

50

10–15

Lewis and Ben-Zion [2010]
Li et al. [2006]
Lewis et al. [2005]
Yang and Zhu [2010]
Li et al. [2007]
Peng et al. [2003]
Li et al. [2002]
Cochran et al. [2009]
Yang et al. [2011]
Mizuno et al. [2008]
Ben-Zion et al. [2003]

San Jacinto
Landers
Hector Mine
Calico
Nojima
Anatolian

20–30
10–60

Huang and Ampuero, 2011], which otherwise do not exist in a uniform medium given the same initial
conditions and friction parameters. These results suggest that in the regions where damaged fault zones are
observed (Table 1), earthquake ruptures can have complexities such as short rise time and supershear
rupture speed due to the inﬂuence of fault zones.
Previous ﬁndings also pose several new questions: Which waves cause the generation of slip pulses and the
rapid transition to supershear rupture? Can these waves exist in fault zones despite large attenuation and offfault plasticity? What are the differences between slip pulses and supershear ruptures induced by fault zone
waves and those generated by other mechanisms? In this paper, we aim to answer these questions through
dynamic rupture modeling. We focus on fault zones bounded by sharp material interfaces, as an endmember class of fault zone structures in which the phenomena described are exacerbated. We describe our
model assumptions and methods in section 2. In section 3, based on dynamic rupture simulations on faults in
a homogeneous medium and in fault zones, we show how the velocity reduction and width of elastic fault
zones affect the slip rate, rise time, and rupture speed. In section 4, by comparing the results of dynamic
rupture simulations with the stress waveﬁeld induced by a point source, we identify the waves that cause
variations of rise time and rupture speed in fault zones. The effects of inelasticity within the fault zone are
examined in section 5. Implications for earthquake ruptures in natural fault zones are discussed in section 6.

2. Model Description
We consider a 2-D inplane rupture on a planar fault that bisects a fault zone (Figure 1). The fault zone is
embedded in an inﬁnite medium composed of a host rock. We deﬁne the width of the fault zone as W FZ and
the relative velocity reduction as Δv = 1  vFZ/vhost (%), where vFZ and vhost are wave speeds inside the fault
zone and host rock, respectively. Subscripts “p” and “s” denote P and S waves. For example, v host
denotes the
s
S wave speed in the host rock. We assume that Δv is the same for P and S waves unless otherwise speciﬁed.

Figure 1. Model setup of the 2-D inplane rupture on a fault that bisections a fault zone embedded in a host rock. The host
rock and fault zone are composed of material #1 and #2, respectively. The rupture is nucleated by an overstressed patch in
the middle, which has a width 2 Lnuc.
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We adopt a strongly velocity weakening friction law, which reproduces the dramatic weakening of friction at
seismic slip rates (> 0.1 m/s) observed in high-speed rock experiments [Reches and Lockner, 2010; Goldsby and
Tullis, 2011]. The friction law agrees with laboratory data in that the steady state friction drop is proportional to 1/v
when the slip rate, v, is larger than a critical velocity scale vc. This feature is also predicted by theoretical models
of weakening by ﬂash heating [Rice, 2006; Beeler et al., 2008]. The sliding friction μf and the evolution of a state
variable θ are controlled by the static friction coefﬁcient μs, the critical slip distance Dc, the characteristic velocity
scale vc, and the two positive coefﬁcients α and β [Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008; Gabriel et al., 2012]:
μf ¼ μs þ α

v
θ
β
v þ vc
θ þ Dc

dθ
vc θ
¼v
dt
Dc

(1)
(2)

The value of vc is in the range of 0.05 to 2 m/s based on theoretical models [Beeler et al., 2008], while Goldsby
and Tullis [2011] suggest a value of ~ 0.1 m/s from laboratory experiments. The dynamic friction coefﬁcient μd
is deﬁned as the steady state sliding friction at inﬁnitely high slip velocity: μd = μs + α  β. The state evolution
equation (2) encapsulates two physical ingredients: slip weakening and time-dependent healing. The state
variable relaxes exponentially toward its steady state value, θ = vDc/vc, over a characteristic time scale Dc/vc. In
the limit of fast sliding well above steady state, v ≫ θvc/Dc, the state is proportional to slip and the evolution
effect of the friction law (the last term in equation (1)) yields slip weakening with characteristic slip scale Dc. At
very low sliding speed well below steady state, v ≫ θvc/Dc and the friction evolution is dominated by
exponential time-dependent healing.
Due to the symmetry of the problems considered here, the normal stress σ0 remains constant. We assume a
spatially uniform normal stress. We artiﬁcially start ruptures by setting an overstressed nucleation patch of width
2 Lnuc around the hypocenter. Inside the nucleation patch, the initial shear stress τ 0 is slightly above the static
strength τ y = σ0μs. Outside the nucleation patch, τ 0 is chosen uniform and small enough to ensure subshear
rupture in a homogeneous medium but large enough to nucleate rupture successfully by using a nucleation
patch of reasonable size. Speciﬁcally, we set the nominal relative strength parameter [Das and Aki, 1977]
as S = (τ y  τ 0)/(τ 0  τ d) = 1.7, where τ d = σ0μd is the steady state dynamic strength at very high slip rate. We will
discuss the inﬂuence of different τ 0 in section 6. Given a certain vc, a transition from dying ruptures to sustained
ruptures occurs as Lnuc is increased in a homogeneous medium [Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008]. In our
simulations we set the value of Lnuc large enough to get sustained ruptures for the range of vc we considered.
We solve the problem of dynamic rupture in fault zones numerically with a 2-D spectral element method
(SEM2DPACK, http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/sem2d/). The numerical method is described (in 3-D) by
Kaneko et al. [2008] and has been applied in previous work [e.g., Madariaga et al., 2006; Kaneko et al., 2011;
Huang and Ampuero, 2011; Gabriel et al., 2012, 2013; Xu et al., 2012]. The element size is set small enough to
ensure well-resolved results based on a priori criteria described by Ampuero and Ben-Zion [2008] and on a
posteriori veriﬁcation that the process zone is resolved by more than ﬁve grid nodes. Numerical convergence
as a function of element size is demonstrated in the supporting information.

3. Ruptures in Elastic Fault Zones
3.1. Dimensionless Quantities and Reference Simulation in Homogeneous Media
We show the results of dynamic rupture models in elastic media in this section. We ﬁrst illustrate, for reference,
the behavior of ruptures in the absence of fault zones. We then show the changes of rupture behavior induced
by fault zones with different widths and velocity reductions. To preserve the generality of the problem, we use
dimensionless quantities for space x, time t, slip D, slip velocity D’, and stress τ throughout section 3:
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e
x ¼ x=Lc

(3)

et ¼ tv host
=Lc
s

(4)

e ¼ D=Dc
D

(5)

e′ ¼ D’ =v
D
dyn

(6)

eτ ¼ τ=Δτ s

(7)
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Table 2. Dimensionless Model Parameters
Parameter
ρ
v host
p
v host
s
σ0
τ0
μs
Dc
vc
α
β

Description

Value

Density
P wave speed in the host rock
S wave speed in the host rock
Normal stress
Initial shear stress
Static friction coefﬁcient
Critical slip distance
Characteristic velocity scale
Direct effect coefﬁcient
Evolution effect coefﬁcient

1
1.732
1
2
0.57
0.6
1
0.04/0.1
0.005
0.505

10.1002/2013JB010724

Given shear modulus Ghost, we deﬁne the
following parameters:
Lc ¼ Ghost Dc =Δτ s

(8)

Dc =Lc
v dyn ¼ v host
s

(9)

Δτ s ¼ ðμs  μd Þσ 0 ¼ τ y  τ d

(10)

Our results can be applied to a variety of
initial conditions by converting these
dimensionless quantities. For example,
when Ghost = 30 GPa and Δτ s = 30 MPa, we
ﬁnd Lc = 100 m for Dc = 0.1 m and Lc = 1 km
for Dc = 1 m. The values of dimensionless parameters are summarized in Table 2. Among them, α needs to be
a small but positive number to avoid ill-posedness, while β is given by the equation μd = μs + α  β.
In a homogeneous medium, rupture behavior is controlled by friction parameters and initial stresses on
the fault. Especially, increasing the critical velocity scale vc induces a transition from crack-like rupture to
pulse-like rupture (Figure 2). At a certain value of vc (which depends on the initial stress), the rise time
becomes shorter than the total rupture time and then decreases with increasing vc [Ampuero and
Ben-Zion, 2008]. The characteristic time scale Dc/vc in the strong-velocity weakening friction law (equation
(2)) controls the time scale for frictional strength to increase and hence the emergence of healing fronts
and the crack-to-pulse transition. For small values of vc (Figure 2a), the friction law functions more like slip
weakening [Shaw and Rice, 2000; Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008], and the rupture propagates as a crack. A
large vc (Figure 2b) favors pulse-like ruptures and shorter rise time.

(a) vc=0.04 vdyn

(b) vc=0.1 vdyn

Distance / Lc

80
60
40

Slip rate / vdyn

20
0
1.5

slip rate
stress

1

strength

0.5
0
0

20

40

60

80

100 0
Time /

20

40

60

80

100

(Lc/vhost
)
s

Figure 2. (top) Spatiotemporal view of slip rate and (bottom) slip rate, stress, and frictional strength at a distance of 30 Lc
from the hypocenter for ruptures in a homogeneous medium with two different values of the characteristic velocity of
. Rupture speed v host
is about 0:8 v host
.
frictional weakening, vc. The white solid lines in Figures 2a and 2b denote v host
s
r
s
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(b) WFZ=4 Lc

80

Distance / Lc

60

40

20

Slip rate / vdyn

0
slip rate

4

stress
strength

2
0
0

20

40

60

80

100 0
Time /

20

40

60

80

100

(Lc/vshost)

Figure 3. (top) Spatiotemporal view of slip rate and (bottom) slip rate, stress, and frictional strength at a distance of 30 Lc of
ruptures in fault zones of 50% velocity reduction with two different fault zone widths (vc = 0.1 vdyn). The white solid lines in
Figures 3a and 3b denote v host
.
s

3.2. Multiple Pulses and Rise Times
In the presence of fault zones, a second characteristic time scale, W FZ/vFZ, is provided by the waves reﬂected
at the interfaces bounding the fault zone. Waves with precritical incidence angles continuously leak energy
out of the fault zone, while waves with postcritical incidence angles are trapped inside due to total
reﬂections. Constructively interfering trapped waves can modulate stresses on the fault and strongly affect
ruptures, especially if they reach the rupture front. We refer to all these waves inside fault zones as fault zone
waves. These waves will be described in detail in section 4. In summary, ruptures in fault zones with strongly
velocity weakening friction are controlled by two characteristic time scales: the time scale of wave propagation
W FZ/vFZ and the time scale of frictional healing Dc/vc. Next we will show results of dynamic rupture simulations
under ﬁxed friction parameters (Dc = 1 and vc = 0.1 vdyn, as in the homogeneous example shown in Figure 2b)
but varying the time scale of wave propagation.
We have shown before that fault zones can induce slip pulses and control their rise time [Huang and
Ampuero, 2011]. The same effects of fault zones appear in our current study, but our new simulations allow for
a deeper insight into the rich range of phenomena and their underlying mechanisms. We ﬁrst consider
ruptures in fault zones of 50% velocity reduction (Δv = 50%) for W FZ/Lc = 2 and 4. When W FZ = 2 Lc, we ﬁnd
that slip rate is highly oscillatory compared to ruptures in a homogeneous medium, leading to multiple short
pulses (Figure 3a). Depending on their polarity, fault zone reﬂected waves induce fault stress perturbation
that may be favorable or unfavorable for slip. Slip stops upon the arrival of each fault zone reﬂected wave that
carries an unfavorable stress perturbation and may resume multiple times when each reﬂected wave with
favorable stress arrives. The rise time of the ﬁrst pulse is near 5.5 Lc/vs on average, almost one fourth of that in
a homogeneous medium (Figure 2b). When W FZ = 4 Lc, the rupture evolves into a large pulse with sharp
healing front, followed by shorter pulses (Figure 3b). The rise time of the ﬁrst large pulse is about 11 Lc/vs on
average, still shorter than in a homogeneous medium but twice longer than in the case of W FZ = 2 Lc. As we
will show later in section 4, the rise time of the ﬁrst pulse is controlled by reﬂected waves in fault zones and
thus proportional to W FZ. Peak slip rate is larger than that in the homogeneous case by more than a factor of
2. Note that in both cases the total rise time, deﬁned as the time between the onset of the ﬁrst pulse and the
end of the last pulse, is still determined by self-healing caused by strongly velocity weakening friction. Since it
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(a) WFZ=4 Lc

(d)
90
First oscillation period / (Lc/vshost)

1

Rupture Speed / vshost

0
FZ

(b) W =8 Lc
1
0
(c) WFZ=16 Lc
1
0
0

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

50

100
150
Time / (Lc/vshost)

200

10
0

5
W / Lc

10

FZ

Figure 4. (a–c) Rupture speed as a function of time in fault zones of 30% velocity reduction with three different fault zone
widths. We calculate rupture speeds based on the position and timing of the tail of the process zone (deﬁned as the
location where slip equals Dc) to avoid ad hoc smoothing. Rupture front in a fault zone of 30% velocity reduction with a
fault zone width of 4 Lc is shown in Figures 10 and 11. Red dashed lines denote v host
and green dashed lines denote Rayleigh
s
wave speed of the fault zone. Blue arrows mark the ﬁrst rupture speed oscillation period. (d) Period of the ﬁrst rupture
speed oscillation in fault zones of 30% velocity reductions as a function of fault zone width.

is hard to accurately measure the total rise time from observations, for practical purpose we only consider the
rise time of the ﬁrst pulse, which accomplishes more than 80% of the ﬁnal slip in both cases after ruptures
reach steady state. The above examples show that both rise time and slip rate of the ﬁrst pulse are controlled
by the structural and material properties of the fault zone, rather than by the friction parameters.
3.3. Oscillatory Rupture Speeds and Enhanced Supershear Transition
In a homogeneous medium, rupture approaches a speed v host
≈ 0:8 v host
quickly after the nucleation
r
s
host
(Figure 2). The value of v r depends primarily on the state of stresses (the S ratio) as discussed by Gabriel et al.
[2012]. In the fault zones with Δv = 50%, rupture speed approaches v host
for both values of W FZ
r
(Figure 3), but if Δv = 30% rupture speed oscillates strongly instead (Figure 4). Rupture speed is calculated
based on the position and timing of the tail of the process zone (deﬁned as the location where slip equals Dc) to
achieve stable estimates without ad hoc smoothing. The oscillations of rupture speed become more
pronounced as W FZ increases (compare the differences between maximum and minimum rupture speeds in
Figures 4a and 4b). When W FZ = 4 Lc and 8 Lc, rupture speed oscillates between a minimum value slower
than the Rayleigh wave speed of the fault zone material and a maximum value faster than v host
s . Because of
accelerations and decelerations of the rupture front, the rise time of the ﬁrst pulse also oscillates, but the
average rise time is still short compared to the total rupture time. The period of the ﬁrst rupture speed
oscillation (denoted by blue arrows in Figures 4a and 4b) increases as a function of fault zone width, W FZ,
and apparently diverges at a ﬁnite value W FZ/Lc ≈ 10 (Figure 4d).
and then remains at a
For the case with W FZ = 16 Lc (Figure 4c), the rupture jumps to a speed faster than v host
s
speed near v FZ
p . Note that the rupture is supershear relative to both the host rock and fault zone. This
supershear rupture speed persists for much longer time than shown in Figure 4c. The disappearance of
rupture oscillations at large fault zone widths (Figure 4d) also indicates that the supershear transition is
permanent. Given the assumed initial stresses, supershear ruptures do not exist in a homogeneous medium
with the material properties of the host rock [Gabriel et al., 2012], as illustrated by our reference simulation
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Figure 5. Slip rate, stress, and frictional strength (a) before and (b) after the supershear transition for ruptures in fault zones
of 30% velocity reduction with a fault zone width of 16 Lc. Slip rate is normalized by the local peak slip rate.

(Figure 2). Fault zone waves hence promote supershear ruptures, as ﬁrst noted by Huang and Ampuero [2011].
For the limit case when W FZ increases to inﬁnity, the problem converges to another homogeneous case with
the elastic properties of the fault zone material, and hence, rupture speed approaches the Rayleigh wave
speed of the fault zone and does not undergo oscillations anymore. Thus, there is an intermediate range of
fault zone widths that promote supershear rupture. The disappearance of supershear ruptures as W FZ
increases beyond a certain level is related to the decay of the amplitude of fault zone waves with propagation
distance due to geometric spreading (section 4). Moreover, we ﬁnd that the supershear transition in fault
zones operates through the same daughter crack mechanism as in homogeneous media [Andrews, 1976;
Dunham, 2007]. Figures 5a and 5b show the slip rate, fault stress, and fault strength before and after the
supershear transition in the case with W FZ = 16 Lc. A wave-mediated shear stress peak travels ahead of the
initial rupture front. When it overcomes the fault strength, a daughter crack nucleates and eventually
propagates spontaneously at a supershear speed close to v FZ
p (Figure 5b).
3.4. Dependence of Rupture Speed, Rise Time, and Rupture Complexity on Velocity Contrast
As shown above, the amount of velocity reduction within the fault zone inﬂuences the fundamental
properties of earthquake ruptures, e.g., it controls whether a rupture behaves as a steady state pulse or has
oscillating rupture speed. To illustrate the fundamental differences between ruptures in fault zones and in
homogeneous media, we summarize in Figure 6 the dependence of rupture speed and rise time on velocity
reduction Δv when W FZ = 4 Lc. We consider rupture speed and rise time beyond a distance of 5 Lnuc from the
hypocenter, well beyond transients related to the artiﬁcial nucleation procedure. We consider the rise time of
the ﬁrst pulse, which accomplishes more than 80% of the ﬁnal slip after the initial oscillation of rupture speed
or the transition to steady state rupture.
We identify two distinct rupture behaviors. When Δv = 20%–40%, rupture speed and rise time are highly
oscillatory throughout the whole rupture process (Figure 6). When Δv = 60%–80%, rupture evolves to a
FZ FZ
steady state with rupture speed approaching v FZ
p and rise time equal to about a half of W =v s (Figures 6 and
7c). In the intermediate range, Δv = 40%–60%, ruptures are complicated yet interesting. For Δv between 40%
and 50%, ruptures display a transition from pronounced periodic oscillations to damped oscillations
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Figure 6. The total range (gray region), median (black solid line), and median absolute deviation (yellow region) of (a) rupture
speed and (b) rise time in fault zones of different velocity contrasts when the fault zone width is 4 Lc. Green dashed line
host
, as
denotes P wave speed in the fault zone v FZ
p and red dashed line denotes rupture speed in a homogeneous medium v r
shown in the reference simulation (Figure 2). Rupture speed is normalized by the S wave speed in the fault zone v FZ
,
and
rise
s
time is normalized by the traveltime of fault normal reﬂected S waves W FZ =v FZ
s (blue dashed line).

Figure 7. (top) Rupture speed and (bottom) rise time in fault zones of (a) 45%, (b) 55%, and (c) 70% velocity reductions with
a fault zone width of 4 Lc.
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(Figure 7a), which occurs earlier at larger Δv. When Δv = 50%–60%, rupture speed becomes steady very soon
after rupture initiation but rise time does not. Instead, it drops (by less than a half) at a ﬁnite propagation
distance (Figure 7b), which is shorter at larger Δv.
host
Because the maximum rupture speed appears to reach ~2.1 v FZ
), it is tempting to say that
s (or ~1.2 v s
host
ruptures can accelerate to a speed faster than v s during the oscillations (Figure 4a and 4b). However, some
of these supershear episodes may be too short-lived to be seismologically observable. Moreover, the
estimates of rupture speed and rise time in dynamic rupture simulations are somewhat dependent on the
measurement method and the degree of smoothing. Given that rupture speed and rise time vary during
rupture propagation, we assess the overall rupture behavior by reporting their median and median absolute
deviation in each simulation (black solid lines and yellow regions in Figures 6a and 6b). We ﬁnd that, when
W FZ = 4 Lc, ruptures are overall subshear with respect to the host rock, despite the oscillations of rupture
host
speed: the median rupture speed stays at either v FZ
, whichever is lower (Figure 6a).
p or v r

Because v host
≈ 0.8 v host
in our reference model, the median rupture speed is expected to stay at v host
when
s
r
 r

host host
FZ
Δv < 1  v r =v p
= 53.8% and to approach v p when Δv > 53.8%. We can generalize this argument
is known. For example, if the conditions
for different states of stress and friction parameters as long as v host
r
are such that a rupture in a homogeneous medium propagates at the Rayleigh wave speed of the host


FZ
host host
rock (~0.92 v host
),
the
rupture
speed
in
a
fault
zone
is
controlled
by
v
if
Δv
>
1

0:92v
=v
¼ 46:9%.
s
p
s
p
Rupture speed transition occurs at a higher Δv if the rupture in a homogeneous medium is slower. Given the
most common range of Δv in natural fault zones (~30–50%), rupture is more likely to be controlled by v host
r
under subshear conditions.

4. Fault Zone Waves and Their Inﬂuence on Rise Time and Rupture Speed
Our previous results indicate that fault zone waves are the key to understand the inﬂuence of fault
zones on earthquake ruptures. To analyze the waveﬁeld developed inside fault zones, we impose a
kinematic “point” source and record the resulting perturbations of shear stress on the fault. The point
source is approximated by a Gaussian slip rate function. The time duration of the slip rate function is chosen
short enough to resolve characteristic phases of fault zone waves. The source amplitude is also spatially
distributed as a Gaussian function with a width much smaller than the fault length yet large enough to ensure
numerical resolution. For convenience of deﬁning waves, we denote the material of the host rock as #1 and that
of the fault zone as #2 (Figure 1). Thus, reﬂected waves that only involve S waves in the fault zone are referred to
as S2S2, and S head waves that propagate at v host
along the boundary of the fault zone are referred to as S2S1S2.
s
We identify different phases of reﬂected waves at early times (Figure 8a). The direct P2 wave is followed
by P2P2 reﬂected waves and then S2P2 and P2S2 reﬂected waves. Their speeds all approach v FZ
p far
from the source. The direct S2 wave, which induces larger amplitude of stress perturbation than the
P phases, is followed by S2S2 reﬂected waves. Beyond the distance at which reﬂected waves reach
critical angles, head waves are generated and interfere with reﬂected waves (Figure 8b). The interference
causes the polarity of head waves to alternate. Generally speaking, S head waves have longer period than
P head waves.
We focus on the steady state ruptures (Δv = 60–80%) to understand the role of fault zone waves in
generating slip pulses. As the steady state ruptures propagate at a speed of v FZ
p , the waves that generate
healing of the ﬁrst pulse should approach the same speed in order to keep the rise time constant.
Possible waves are P2P2, S2P2, and P2S2 reﬂected waves and S2P2S2 head waves. We measure the
differences of traveltime between the direct P2 wave and the above waves. We ﬁnd that only S2P2 and
P2S2 reﬂected waves lead to a traveltime difference equal to the observed rise time of the ﬁrst pulse
(Figure 9). We also conﬁrm that the stress perturbations caused by S2P2 and P2S2 reﬂected waves are
unfavorable for slip, which is necessary to induce healing (Figure 8a). Thus, the S2P2 and P2S2 reﬂected
waves generate the ﬁrst pulses and control the rise time of steady state pulse-like ruptures. Moreover,
as S2P2 and P2S2 reﬂected waves are nearly critical when their apparent speeds approach v FZ
p , we have
FZ
v FZ
p ≈ v s = sinðθ Þ, where θ is the incidence or reﬂection angle of S waves. The rise time can be approximated
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Figure 8. Spatiotemporal distribution of shear stress transient on the fault induced by a prescribed localized slip source at
the hypocenter in a fault zone of 30% velocity reduction with a fault zone width of 4 Lc. Different phases of (a) reﬂected
waves and (b) head waves are indicated.

by the traveltime difference between the rupture front and reﬂected wave. For nearly critical S2P2 and P2S2
reﬂected waves
W FZ
2L  W FZ tanθ
þ
τ ris ≈
2v FZ
2 cosθv FZ
s
p

!


L
vr

(11)
v FZ

s
where L and vr are rupture length and rupture speed, respectively. Given v r ¼ v FZ
p and sinθ ¼ v FZ ,
p

120

τ ris

Rupture front
Healing front

(12)

110

This equation is in good agreement with
our numerical results, in which the rise
time of steady state ruptures is about a
half of W FZ =v FZ
s (Figure 6b). Additional
insight on dynamic stresses induced by
steady pulses may be gained from the
analytical work by Weertman [2014].
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Figure 9. Rupture front and healing front of the rupture in a fault zone of 70%
velocity reduction with a fault zone width of 4 Lc. The time difference between
rupture front and healing front is the rise time. Traveltime curves of reﬂected
waves are shown in color.
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Fault zone waves can also accelerate and
decelerate ruptures when Δv = 20–40%
(Figures 4a, 4b, and 6a). We ﬁnd that
oscillations of the rupture front are
caused by head waves. Accelerations of
rupture front happen when head waves
that carry a favorable stress perturbation
arrive, and decelerations occur when
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100

head waves with opposite polarity arrive.
To understand whether P or S head waves
control the period of oscillations, we mark
80
each rupture acceleration episode on
70
a space-time plot of the rupture front
60
(W FZ = 4 Lc, Figures 10 and 11) and then
draw the traveltime curves of different
50
head waves emanating from the ﬁrst
40
acceleration event. We ﬁnd that the
30
traveltime curve of the ﬁrst arrival of
20
S2S1S2 head waves intersects the rupture
front at a location closer to the second
10
acceleration event than any of the other
0
head waves (Figure 10). Such correlation
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
Distance / Lc
is also valid for the other acceleration
events (Figure 11). Note that we only plot
Figure 10. Rupture front of the rupture (black solid line) in a fault zone of the ﬁrst arrivals of head waves based on
30% velocity reduction and fault zone width of 4 Lc. Magenta triangles
ray theory, but the head waves with the
denote the rupture acceleration episodes. Traveltime curves of the ﬁrst
largest amplitude actually arrive later
arrivals of head waves radiated from the ﬁrst acceleration episode are
(Figure 8b) with a delay inﬂuenced by
shown in color.
the width of the fault zone and the
characteristic frequency of the head
waves. This explains why the period of oscillations increases nonlinearly with the increase of fault zone width
(Figure 5c). Even considering such complexity, it is clear that the S2S1S2 head waves induce acceleration of the
rupture front and control the period of oscillations. However, both P and S head waves contribute to the onset
of rupture acceleration, as we will discuss later in section 5.1.
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Figure 11. The correlation between the ﬁrst arrivals of S1S2S1 head waves (red solid lines) and the third to sixth acceleration events for the rupture in a fault zone of 30% velocity reduction and fault zone width of 4 Lc. Traveltime curves of the
ﬁrst arrivals of P2P1P2 and S2P1S2 head waves are shown in blue and turquoise, respectively. Magenta triangles denote the
rupture acceleration episodes.
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Figure 12. (a) Horizontal and (b) vertical displacements in a benchmark
attenuation problem calculated by analytical solutions (black line) and
SEM2DPACK with three inelastic functions (blue line). Given a vertical
force source, the displacements are measured for a receiver located at
x = z = 500 m, when x and z are distances along and across the fault from
the hypocenter, respectively.
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The effects of the fault zone velocity
reduction on the waveﬁeld also lead to
complicated rupture behaviors in the
transition regime (Δv = 40–60%). In
addition to the S2S1S2 head waves, P2S1P2
head waves are also generated at the fault
zone interface and propagate at v host
s
host
when v FZ
(Δv > 42.3%). The
p < vs
interference of P2S1P2 and S2S1S2 head
waves diminishes the amplitude of S2S1S2
head waves and hence their capacity to
induce oscillations of rupture speed. Thus,
the oscillations become damped and
ﬁnally disappear if the velocity reduction
is larger than 50%. When Δv > 53.8%,
rupture speed is solely controlled by the P
wave speed inside the fault zone, and
waves that propagate at v FZ
p and carry
unfavorable stresses start to compete for
rupture healing. When Δv > 60%, the S2P2
and P2S2 reﬂected waves prevail and
maintain the rise time equal to about a
half of W FZ =v FZ
s .

5. Ruptures in Inelastic Fault Zones
5.1. Ruptures in Fault Zones With Attenuation
Natural fault zones have a more complex mechanical behavior than a purely elastic medium. Seismic waves
propagating through damaged materials are attenuated due to scattering and absorption of energy. Studies
of seismic guided waves suggest that Q inside fault zones is in the range of 10 to 60 for S waves (Table 1)
although there is a trade-off between the estimations of fault zone width, velocity, and Q [Ben-Zion, 1998].
However, the potential effects of attenuation on earthquake rupture dynamics remain largely unexplored.
Reﬂected waves in fault zones have a characteristic frequency of several hertz and may be severely attenuated
if Q is low. Thus, it is crucial to assess the effects of attenuation on ruptures in fault zones.
Following Moczo et al. [2004], we incorporate attenuation by adding viscoelastic terms in the stress-strain relations:
n

σðt Þ ¼ Mu  εðt Þ  ∑ Mu Y l ζ l ðtÞ

(13)

ζ̇ l ðtÞ þ ωl ζ l ðt Þ ¼ ωl εðtÞ

(14)

l¼1

where Mu, Yl, ζ l(t), and ωl are the unrelaxed modulus, anelastic coefﬁcient, anelastic function, and relaxation
frequency of the lth viscoelastic mechanism, respectively. Seismic observations suggest that the quality factor
Q is nearly constant over a certain frequency range [Aki and Richards, 2002]. To realize an approximately ﬂat Q
in a numerical method, an adequate number of anelastic functions ζ l(t) and relaxation frequencies ωl are
needed to cover the frequency range under interest. We ﬁnd that three anelastic functions are sufﬁcient to
obtain a practically constant Q, with relative error less than 5%, over a broad frequency band with maximum

Table 3. Model Parameters in Models With Attenuation
3

ρ (kg/m )
2670

HUANG ET AL.

v host
(km/s)
p

v host
(km/s)
s

σ0 (MPa)

τ 0 (MPa)

μs

Dc (m)

vc (m/s)

a

b

6.0

3.464

100

28.5

0.6

0.5

0.8

0.005

0.505
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to minimum frequency ratio of 100.
Anelastic coefﬁcients can then be solved
from the following equation given a
certain frequency band ω:
ωl ω þ ω2l Q1 ðωÞ
Yl
ω2l þ ω2
l¼1
n

Q1 ðωÞ ¼ ∑

(15)

The unrelaxed modulus is calculated
from the anelastic coefﬁcients and phase
velocity [Moczo et al., 2004, equations
(166) and (167)]. We benchmarked our
implementation by reproducing an
example presented by Komatitsch and
Tromp [1999] and compared our results
to the analytical solutions by Carcione
Figure 13. Moment rate spectrum of rupture in a 200 m wide fault et al. [1988]. The benchmarked model
has a constant Qp = 30 and Qs = 20 over
zone with 50% velocity reduction when Q = ∞. The black dash-dotted
line denotes the frequency equal to 4.6 Hz.
a frequency band of 1.8–180 Hz centered at
18 Hz, which is also the dominant source
frequency. Overall, our numerical results agree well with the analytical solutions (Figure 12).

Slip rate (m/s)

We ﬁrst illustrate the effects of attenuation on rise time by considering a 200 m wide fault zone with 50%
velocity reduction. The material, stress, and friction parameters are shown in Table 3. We present simulations
with three different values of Q applied to both P and S waves: Q = ∞ (no attenuation), 40, and 10. When Q = ∞,
the rupture has signiﬁcant power up to ~4.6 Hz, above which the moment rate spectrum is less than 1% of its
maximum (Figure 13). This corner frequency is close to a half of the characteristic frequency of S waves in
FZ
fault zones (v FZ
= 8.66 Hz). For simulations with Q = 40 and 10, we prescribe an almost constant Q from
s =W
0.1 to 10 Hz, which covers the dominant frequency range of the rupture. We ﬁnd that rupture speeds hardly
change with the decrease of Q: the reduction of rupture speeds is less than 2% from Q = ∞ to Q = 10.
Attenuation has a stronger effect on the shape of slip pulses (Figure 14). When Q = ∞ (equivalent to a purely
elastic medium), slip alternately stops and resumes at the arrival of each group of reﬂected waves. When
Q = 10, the multiple slip pulse episodes behind the ﬁrst pulse merge into a single pulse modulated by
damped oscillations. Thus, attenuation reduces the efﬁciency of reﬂected waves to unload the fault. However,
peak slip rate of slip pulses in the three
cases is still signiﬁcantly larger than that in
40
a homogeneous medium, and the period
Elastic
of the slip rate oscillations is largely
20
unaffected by attenuation.
0
40
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20
0
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Figure 14. Slip rate functions at a distance of 14 km from the hypocenter
for ruptures in 200 m wide fault zones with 50% velocity reduction and
different Q.
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Attenuation also inﬂuences the amplitude
of head waves, which in turn can diminish
their effect on oscillations of rupture
speed. We illustrate this effect by
considering a 1.6 km wide fault zone with
40% velocity reduction. As Q decreases,
the ﬁrst rupture acceleration episode
beyond nucleation (marked by blue
arrows in Figure 15) is postponed, but a
reduced Q does not lead to an obvious
increase of the oscillation period
(Figures 15a, 15b, and 15c). The average
oscillation period for different Q remain
within 10% of each other. The amplitude
of oscillations is severely reduced when
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Figure 15. (a–e) Rupture speed as a function of time for ruptures in fault zones of different Q. Similar to the previous elastic
cases, rupture speeds are measured based on the position and timing of the tail of the process zone. Red dashed lines
denote v host
, and blue arrows mark the ﬁrst rupture acceleration beyond nucleation.
s

Q = 10. To ﬁnd out how P and S head waves affect the ﬁrst rupture acceleration episode, we examine
cases when either Qp or Qs is reduced. By comparing Figures 15d and 15e to Figure 15a, we ﬁnd that the
ﬁrst rupture episode beyond nucleation is postponed when either Qp or Qs is reduced, which suggests that
both P and S head waves as well as their conversions contribute to the onset of rupture acceleration.
Overall, the strong effect of attenuation on the shape of the slip rate functions and its weak effect on rupture
speed and rupture oscillation period is consistent with the fact that attenuation strongly affects wave
amplitude but not wave speed.
5.2. Ruptures in Fault Zones With Off-Fault Plasticity
Damaged materials inside fault zones probably undergo plastic deformation during earthquakes. Previous
simulations show that plastic deformation tends to occur on the extensional side of the fault in a
homogeneous medium, except when the maximum principal compressive stress is oriented at an angle
smaller than ~20° to the fault [Andrews, 2005; Templeton and Rice, 2008; Dunham et al., 2011]. Duan [2008]
studied the effect of fault zones with off-fault plasticity on dynamic ruptures and found plastic strain
distributed on the extensional side. However, he assumed the same uniform background stress within and
outside fault zones, which violates the boundary conditions at the interface between the fault zone and the
host rock [Casey, 1980]. Reductions of elastic moduli in damaged fault zones in general induce rotation of the
background stresses [Faulkner, 2006], which may generate different distributions of off-fault plastic
deformation inside and outside fault zones. The generation of plastic deformation inside fault zones can
affect rupture propagation and the mechanism of slip pulses. Also, plastic deformation can leave useful
signatures on geological records and provide constraints on tectonic stresses [Di Toro et al., 2005; Ben-Zion
et al., 2012]. Thus, it is worthwhile to reexamine dynamic rupture simulations inside fault zones with off-fault
plasticity under mechanically consistent background stress.
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Table 4. Model Parameters in Models With Off-Fault Plasticity
3

ρ (kg/m )
2670

v host
(km/s)
p

v host
(km/s)
s

σ0 (MPa)

τ 0(MPa)

μs

Dc(m)

vc (m/s)

a

b

6.0

3.464

100

32.22

0.6

0.25

0.8

0.005

0.505

We use the 2-D Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion for the onset of off-fault yielding. For a given cohesion c and internal
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
coefﬁcient of friction tan ϕ, failure happens when the maximum shear stress τ max ¼ σ2xz þ ½ðσ xx  σzz Þ=22
reaches the Coulomb threshold:
1
τ max ≥ c cosϕ  ðσxx þ σzz Þ sinϕ
2

(16)

After the onset of off-fault yielding, plastic strain cumulates. Viscoplastic regularization is introduced to
stabilize numerical solutions [Andrews, 2005; Xu et al., 2012; Gabriel et al., 2013]. The angle between the
maximum principal compressive stress and the fault plane Ψ is determined by:
Ψ¼



1
2σxz
tan1
2
σzz  σxx

(17)

When Ψ is fairly small (<~20°), off-fault plastic strain is concentrated in the compressive side of the fault.
Otherwise, it mostly happens on the extensional side. This asymmetry of plastic deformation is valid when Ψ
is uniform throughout the medium. However, stress is certainly not uniform in a medium with fault zones. The
interface between the fault zone and host rock needs to satisfy the following conditions [Casey, 1980;
Faulkner et al., 2006]:
FZ
σhost
zz ¼ σ zz

(18)

¼

σFZ
xz

(19)

¼

εFZ
xx

(20)

σhost
xz
εhost
xx

where x and z are fault-parallel and fault-perpendicular directions, respectively (Figure 1). Thus, the boundary
conditions require a rotation of regional stresses in the medium. This stress rotation causes a change of Ψ
from the host rock to the fault zone,
which can break the pure asymmetry of
(a) Plastic homogeneous medium
20
plastic deformations.
10

For simulations in this section, we
employ a time-weakening nucleation
procedure instead of an overstressed
nucleation patch to avoid a
discontinuity of Ψ along the fault. The
size of the nucleation patch is
prescribed to expand until half of the
nucleation time and then shrink to zero
[Andrews and Ben-Zion, 1997]. This
nucleation procedure allows pulse-like
ruptures to happen in a broad range of
initial parameters [Gabriel et al., 2012].
Model parameters used in this section
are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 16. Slip rate functions at a distance of 9 km from the hypocenter
for ruptures in (a) a homogeneous medium with off-fault plasticity and
plastic fault zones of 40% velocity reduction with fault zone widths of (b)
200 m and (c) 400 m and (d) when only S wave velocity is reduced by 50%
in the fault zone.
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We ﬁrst show a reference rupture
simulation in a homogeneous medium
with off-fault plasticity when Ψ = 14.27°.
Rupture in a homogeneous medium
propagates as a self-sustaining pulse
beyond ~3 km (Figure 16a), half of the
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Figure 17. Plastic strain distributions in (a) a homogeneous medium and fault zones of 40% velocity reduction with fault
zone widths of (b) 200 m and (c) 400 m and (d) when only S wave velocity is reduced by 50% in the fault zone.

prescribed nucleation size. A curvy-shaped yielding zone grows solely on the compressional side and saturates
to a ﬁnite width (Figure 17a). This is similar to previous ﬁndings about off-fault plastic deformation of a pulselike rupture in a homogeneous medium [Xu et al., 2012].
We then consider a 200 m wide fault zone with 40% velocity reduction. The prestress angle Ψ rotates
from 14.27° in the host rock to 45° within the fault zone. The rupture propagates as a sequence of
multiple slip pulses (Figure 16b). Because Ψ = 45° near the fault, the plastic yielding zone is located on
the extensional side inside the fault zone (Figure 17b). This yielding zone also induces plastic
deformation on the extensional side in the host rock, which forms a triangular-shaped yielding zone
rather than a curvy-shaped one. Another yielding zone grows on the compressional side in the host
rock, as expected for Ψ = 14.27° from results in homogeneous media.
We further investigate a 400 m wide fault zone with 40% velocity reduction. Rise time of the ﬁrst slip pulse
(Figure 16c) is twice of that in a 200 m wide fault zone (Figure 16b), suggesting again the proportionality
between rise time and W FZ, as found for ruptures in elastic fault zones. Similar to the previous elastic cases,
the oscillations of rupture speed become more pronounced as W FZ increases. The intermittent accelerations
of the rupture front induce highly concentrated off-fault plastic deformation, while decelerations only leave
mild deformation (Figure 17c). Overall, the plastic yielding zone on the extensional side exhibits a spatially
periodic pattern. This implies that ruptures in fault zones can leave a permanent and regular signature in the
geologic record.
Seismic observations suggest that in natural fault zones the velocity reduction of S waves, Δvs, is larger than
that of P waves, Δvp. For example, Li et al. [2007] suggest that Δvp ≈ 42% and Δvs ≈ 58% at a depth of 4.5 km.
We consider an extreme case when only v FZ
s is reduced by 50% and Ψ = 50.8° in the host rock. The Poisson’s
ratio increases from 0.25 in the host rock to 0.45 inside the fault zone. As a result, the principal stress rotates to
a direction more parallel to the fault plane (Ψ = 45°). Off-fault plastic deformation concentrates on the
extensional side in both the fault zone and host rock (Figure 17d). The rupture propagates as a single pulse
with damped oscillations instead of a train of multiple pulses (Figure 16d). This example shows the
importance of Δvp in the generation of slip pulses. Since the amplitude of P2P2 reﬂected waves is always
favorable for slip, it also highlights the signiﬁcant contributions of S2P2 and P2S2 reﬂected waves, as found for
ruptures in elastic fault zones (section 4).
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6. Discussion
Our numerical and theoretical results indicate the signiﬁcant potential effects of fault zone waves on
earthquake ruptures, even in the presence of attenuation and plasticity. Here we discuss these effects from
the perspective of other plausible physical processes that may mitigate them or produce similar effects. We
also highlight the signiﬁcance of our ﬁndings from a broader perspective.
In our present study, we considered faults that bisect fault zones of uniform material properties. However,
ruptures may also propagate along the boundary of fault zones [Brietzke and Ben-Zion, 2006] and, if the
material contrast there is sharp, they can be viewed as bimaterial ruptures. More generally, ruptures can run
anywhere off the middle plane of the fault zone and the resulting asymmetric conﬁguration can be viewed as
a generalized bimaterial rupture problem. Bimaterial ruptures can propagate as slip pulses, due to the
dynamic change of normal stresses at the bimaterial interface [Weertman, 1980; Ben-Zion and Huang, 2002;
Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008]. Thus, there is an inherent difference between our study and the studies of
bimaterial ruptures. Moreover, given a large enough nucleation size and no matter how wide the fault zone is,
we obtain sustained slip pulses. In contrast, sustained bimaterial pulses are found only when the nucleation
size is smaller than the fault zone width [Ben-Zion and Huang, 2002]. Although our study and the bimaterial
studies differ in some aspects, both ﬁnd that fault zones can affect earthquake ruptures. For instance, the
mild effect of fault zones on the modulation of slip rate was also identiﬁed in the bimaterial work of Ben-Zion
and Huang [2002]. We note however that other fault zone effects studied here and in Huang and Ampuero
[2011], including short rise times, oscillatory rupture speeds, and enhanced supershear transitions, are more
drastic and hence more amenable for observation of real earthquakes. Overall, bimaterial ruptures and
ruptures in symmetric fault zones studied in this paper are the two end-members of ruptures in asymmetric
fault zones [Dor et al., 2006]. More work is certainly warranted to develop a complete understanding of the
interaction between bimaterial effects and fault zone wave effects. This topic is also relevant for subduction
megathrusts overlain by low-velocity sediment layers [Rowe et al., 2013].
Other mechanisms for the generation of slip pulses involve velocity-dependent friction [Perrin et al., 1995;
Beeler and Tullis, 1996] and stress heterogeneities on the fault [Beroza and Mikumo, 1996]. Our current
understanding of fault friction under seismic sliding velocity is mostly drawn from laboratory experiments as
reviewed by Di Toro et al. [2011]. While laboratory results share some similarity with natural faulting, it is still a
challenge to achieve the pressure, temperature, loading, and ﬂuid conditions of the natural environment.
Hence, large uncertainties remain about the frictional constitutive equations and parameters of natural faults
at seismogenic depth. Stress conditions on the fault can be inferred from either fault roughness, which is
limited to the scale of ﬁeld observations [Candela et al., 2011], or focal mechanism studies, from which only
smoothed distributions of stresses are available due to limited resolution [Smith and Heaton, 2011]. Thus, it is
challenging to relate the properties of slip pulses to friction parameters or stress heterogeneities in nature. In
comparison, the properties of fault zone structures have been thoroughly studied in many faults (Table 1). As
inferred from Figure 6b, the range of the rise time of ruptures in fault zones is ~ (0.5–2.5) W FZ =v FZ
s . Because
natural fault zones are usually 100 to 400 m wide (except for the Calico fault zone, which is ~1.5 km wide), the
rise time of slip pulses caused by fault zone waves is in the order of 0.025–0.5 s given v FZ
s = 2 km/s. While this
range is consistent with higher bounds inferred from seismological observations [Heaton, 1990], to resolve
the short slip pulses induced by natural fault zones it is necessary to develop observations at frequencies of
several hertz that overcome the obstruction by attenuation and scattering in the Earth’s crust and the
uncertainties on crustal structure.
Two other dramatic effects of fault zones are oscillations of rupture speed and the enhancement of supershear
rupture transitions. Previous numerical simulations of ruptures in fault zones under slip-weakening friction
found supershear transitions enhanced within a certain range of fault zone widths [Harris and Day, 1997; Huang
and Ampuero, 2011]. The current study, under strongly velocity weakening friction, conﬁrms this ﬁnding and
suggests a richer behavior of rupture speed. Because ruptures are more sensitive to stress perturbations under
strongly velocity weakening friction, we see periodic oscillations of rupture speed in fault zones of 20%–40%
velocity reductions. As the fault zone width increases, we ﬁnd a switch to supershear rupture speed caused
by head waves. We conﬁrm through simulations that supershear ruptures indeed happen in fault zones of
30%–42% velocity reductions. Supershear transition is expected to occur later than the simulation time in fault
zones of 20%–30% velocity reductions. Although we showed that the supershear transition in fault zones
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operates via the same daughter crack mechanism as in homogeneous media, there are two main differences
between supershear ruptures in a homogeneous medium and in fault zones. First, in fault zones supershear
ruptures are possible even at stresses that are too low to allow supershear ruptures in a homogeneous medium.
The increase of shear stresses caused by head waves is sufﬁcient to trigger supershear rupture. Our work,
combined with correlations between fault age and fault zone development [Savage and Brodsky, 2011],
provides a mechanical rationale to interpret empirical correlations between the occurrence of supershear
ruptures and other fault properties controlled by fault maturity, such as geometrical simplicity [Bouchon et al.,
2010]. Speciﬁcally, our results suggest that supershear rupture is promoted by fault maturity because of the
larger velocity reduction in the damaged fault zone. Second, as supershear ruptures happen in fault zones of
host
20–42% velocity reductions and approach v FZ
p , they can propagate steadily at (1–1.39) v s , which is an unstable
range of supershear rupture speeds in a homogeneous medium [Das, 2010]. Such unexpected rupture speeds
have been recently identiﬁed in real earthquakes within the Big Bear and Newport-Inglewood fault
zones [Tan and Helmberger, 2010; Luo et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013]. The implications of these
theoretical and observational results on our macroscopic understanding of the earthquake energy
balance remain to be developed.
Several additional complexities need to be considered for earthquakes in natural fault zones. One primary
uncertainty in nature is the fault stress. To achieve healing, the stress change induced by reﬂected waves in
the fault zone needs to overcome the dynamic stress drop, τ 0  τ d. Such insight can be gained through the
relation between fault shear stress τ, initial stress τ 0, and slip rate D’:
τ ðx; tÞ ¼ τ 0 ðx Þ þ ϕ ðx; t Þ 

G ’
D ðx; t Þ
2v s

(21)

The term ϕ represents the stress transfer induced by elastodynamic waves radiated by previous slip [Zheng
and Rice, 1998]. This term includes the stress induced by reﬂected waves in the fault zone. The last term is
radiation damping [Rice, 1993], where G is shear modulus and vs is shear wave speed. Well behind the rupture
front τ ≈ τ d, and, in the absence of reﬂected waves, the mild slip rate gradient renders ϕ small. At the arrival of
the reﬂected waves, ϕ becomes dominated by their unloading stresses, and the frictional strength remains
near τ d because slip decelerates too quickly for the state variable to evolve signiﬁcantly. Slip arrest (D’ = 0)
then requires τ 0 < τ d, and hence, the stress perturbation induced by reﬂected waves must satisfy –ϕ > τ 0  τd.
The peak stress carried by a wave radiated by the rupture front and reﬂected at the fault zone boundary
scales with the strength drop in the process zone, τ s  τ d. It is further affected by factors controlled by fault
zone properties, including reﬂection coefﬁcient, geometrical spreading, and attenuation. At background
shear stresses lower than in the simulations presented here (relative to the strength drop), the stress drops
that reﬂected waves need to counteract to enable healing are also smaller compared to the peak stresses
carried by reﬂected waves, and thus, the generation of slip pulses is more robust [Huang and Ampuero, 2011,
Figure 6]. For instance, we expect pulses at lower stress to be less affected by attenuation. Thus, the fault zone
wave mechanism for slip pulses should be robust for natural faults that have mature fault zones and operate
at low fault stress, e.g., the San Andreas fault. We note however that the fault zone pulse mechanism is not
sufﬁcient to achieve low absolute shear stresses consistent with the low heat ﬂow near the San Andreas fault;
that still requires severe frictional weakening.
Our ﬁndings of multiple slip pulses and oscillatory rupture velocity are based on a fault zone model with welldeﬁned boundaries manifested by abrupt wave velocity contrasts. In natural fault zones, a seismological
diagnostic of such sharp boundaries is the presence of multiple reﬂections in high-frequency body waves
from small earthquakes, as observed in the Landers, San Jacinto, and Calico fault zones [Li et al., 2007; Yang
and Zhu, 2010; Yang et al., 2011]. Seismic wave velocity logs collected in the SAFOD (San Andreas Fault
Observatory at Depth) borehole also indicate abrupt changes of both P and S waves in the San Andreas fault
zone [Ellsworth and Malin, 2011]. However, not all fault zones have sharp interfaces. For instance, borehole
data from the Nojima fault show a progressive reduction of seismic wave velocities within the fault zone
[Huang and Ampuero, 2011; Johri et al., 2014]. In such fault zones, multiple reﬂections and head waves
do not exist, and hence, multiple slip pulses and oscillatory rupture velocity are not expected. We
conduct three simulations with fault zones that have an exponential distribution of both P and S wave


5z
speeds as a function of fault-perpendicular distance z: v ðzÞ ¼ v host 1  Δv max eW FZ , where vhost is the P
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or S wave speed of the host rock and Δvmax is
the maximum velocity reduction inside the fault
zone (Figure 18). The three simulations have
maximum velocity reductions of 40%, 60%, and
80% when W FZ = 2 Lc. We ﬁnd ruptures in fault
zones of larger velocity reductions feature lower
rupture speeds and slip pulses with larger peak
slip rate and longer rise time. Rupture speeds in
all three simulations are steady and slower than
the homogeneous rupture speed v host
r . The peak
slip rate of slip pulses in smooth fault zones is
larger than that in a homogeneous medium due
to reduced shear modulus. However, the
periodicity of slip rate function and rupture
speed does not exist in such fault zones with an
exponential change of wave speeds.

More work remains to be done to assess the
effect of heterogeneous fault zone structures,
with nonplanar fault zone boundaries or
nonuniform distributions of wave speed that
may affect the constructive interference that
controls the efﬁciency of the fault zone trapped
waves. The width of a fault zone can vary
signiﬁcantly along strike, sometimes abruptly. The spatially periodic pattern of plastic deformation presented
in section 5.2 also shows an example of coseismic inelastic process that can lead to along-strike variation of
fault zone width. Geometrical irregularities can scatter fault zone waves away from the fault, but it may also
produce focusing effects that contribute to rupture complexity. Scattering by small-scale 3-D heterogeneities
of highly anisotropic statistical properties, with longer correlation length in the direction of rupture
propagation, may also help guide high-frequency waves, as proposed for subducting slabs [Furumura and
Kennett, 2008; Chen et al., 2013] and promote pulse-like rupture in subduction earthquakes. Whether the
heterogeneity of fault zone structure is enhanced or reduced by further earthquakes is an important question
that requires multiple earthquake cycle simulations with off-fault damage.

Figure 18. Spatiotemporal view of slip rate for a rupture in a fault
zone with an exponential distribution of both P and S wave
speeds as a function of fault-perpendicular distance. The simulation is for a fault zone with a maximum velocity reduction of 60%
FZ
when W = 2 Lc.

Three-dimensional effects can also mitigate the efﬁciency of fault zone waves. Unlike in 2-D, the amplitude of
fault zone trapped waves in 3-D decays with propagation distance due to geometrical spreading. However,
this decay is inversely proportional to the square root of distance, which is much weaker than the exponential
decay due to attenuation. Hence, our 2-D simulations with attenuation contain a more severe mitigation
ingredient than 3-D geometrical spreading, and yet they present signiﬁcant effects of fault zone waves on
rupture dynamics even with Q = 10. A variety of 3-D simulation results supporting these arguments will be
reported elsewhere [Pelties et al., 2013].
Some of our results, for instance the conditions for supershear rupture but not the rise time and the
period of rupture oscillations, depend on fault zone width through its ratio to the (static) process zone
size, W FZ/Lc = W FZσ0(μs  μd)/GhostDc. In other words, some aspects of a rupture are only affected by fault
zone structures whose width is larger than the process zone size. The most uncertain parameter in this
nondimensional number is Dc, the characteristic slip-weakening scale of the friction law. In elastic
models, Dc may in reality represent a lumped parameter that encapsulates a variety of on-fault and offfault dissipation processes and could be scale dependent (rupture length dependent), hence magnitude
dependent. This view would suggest that small and large ruptures are not equally sensitive to the
presence of preexisting fault zone structures [Huang and Ampuero, 2011] and that the sensitivity evolves
during rupture growth. However, earthquake rupture can generate coseismically a damage zone whose
width is sufﬁcient to induce strong interactions with the rupture and affect the generation of slip pulses
[Xu et al., 2009]. This suggests that the fault zone effects described here are not restricted to preexisting
damage structures but their occurrence may be more universal.
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7. Conclusions
Earthquakes are likely to happen in a heterogeneous medium. Fault zones are one form of heterogeneity that
can have profound effects on earthquake ruptures. We ﬁnd in this study that fault zone waves in low-velocity
fault zones with sharp boundaries are responsible for the following effects. Reﬂected waves can heal the
ruptures and cause slip pulses. Their dominant rise time is controlled by the fault zone properties rather than
by the friction parameters. Head waves can accelerate the ruptures periodically and induce supershear
transitions. The supershear ruptures can run at speeds that would be forbidden for stable ruptures in a
homogeneous medium. As the amplitudes of fault zone waves depend on the velocity contrast of fault zones,
we observe distinct rupture behaviors as a function of the degree of fault zone damage. In fault zones with
20–40% velocity contrast, ruptures propagate with pronounced speed oscillations or undergo a supershear
transition. In fault zones with 60–80% velocity reduction, ruptures propagate as steady state pulses with
constant rise time controlled by traveltime across the fault zone width. We ﬁnd that the fault zone effects are
mildly affected by attenuation: it affects the shape of slip pulses and delays the supershear transition, but it
hardly alters rise time, slip rate, and rupture speed. The effects of fault zone waves also persist in the presence
of off-fault plasticity. Unlike in homogeneous media, the formation of yielding zones in both sides of the fault
is facilitated by the rotation of background stresses inside the fault zone. The oscillations of rupture speed
lead to spatially periodic patterns of plastic deformation. Our studies provide new mechanisms for the
generation of slip pulses and supershear transition. Our ﬁndings are considerably important to understand
and guide seismic and ﬁeld observations. In regions where fault zone structures are well characterized, the
effects of fault zones should be taken into account for future studies.
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